Jessica: We actually have quite a few options in terms of accommodation in Cape Town. Okay ... um ... for example ... um ... we have your— your self-catering establishments [Okay.] as well as just the guesthouses and we definitely will be able to find something for you in that particular price range. The areas that I would recommend, you know, for you being a single traveller and, you know, wanting to most probably be as close as possible to the city centre would be for example your Green Point area ... um ... Sea Point area, as well as also De Waterkant. Um, the reason being is with those particular areas you’ll be very close to the waterfront, which, you know, it’s— it’s great for after-hours activities like for example ... um ... they have excellent restaurants ... um ... um ... you know, like you can do tours there as well ... uh ... in terms of boat tours during the day [Okay.] ... um ... you can watch a movie et cetera. So in terms of that, you know ... um ... you’ll be very close to the waterfront, [That’s nice.] you’ll also be very close to the beach, ya to the ocean [Lovely.] ... um ... as well as to the city centre, so the Green Point area....

Celia: And so they might have rooms with views, sorry— sorry to interrupt you, [No problem.] sorry, they might have rooms with views as well, over the sea?

Jessica: Yes, yes they— they will, I— de—depending on the establishment, they’ll have— it will— the rooms with the views tend to be little bit more expensive, [Of course.] giving that, you know, that you’ll have a— an outstanding view of the— the city centre as well as also the waterfront. But we will definitely be able to find something for you in your price range.

Celia: Okay, that sounds great.